
 

Social Awareness Success Kit  

Lois McElravy shares an insider-view, from her personal experiences of living with a brain 

injury for 26 years, about the challenges and struggles she copes with when participating 

in social/recreational activities. She provides templates of the systems and strategies she 

uses to protect against vulnerabilities, so she can maintain appropriate social behavior. 

Goals:  

Learn how environmental effects and other contributing factors cause social awareness to 

become blurred. 

Identify vulnerabilities in social settings; develop strategies and learn skills to demonstrate 

and maintain appropriate social behavior. 

Benefits: 

Grow in ability to demonstrate and maintain appropriate social behaviors; gain the 

confidence to integrate and participate more fully in social settings, family gatherings, and 

community affairs; reduce isolation and depression; increase opportunities to build healthy 

relationships, make new friends, volunteer, and even find a job. 
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What confuses many survivors and frustrates them is that they KNOW what is 
socially acceptable and socially appropriate. Yet they still SAY and DO things that 
cause socially awkward moments (or worse). WHY? 
 
Vulnerable to rapid wear-down or over-stimulation caused by environmental effects and other contributing 
factors, a survivor’s social awareness gets blurred and they unknowingly cross that dangerous line…where 
they don’t know… that they don’t know. UNTIL … they recognize one of the familiar signs – in someone’s 
face, crowded their space, interrupted their talk, spoke too loud, shocked the crowd, tried to fit in, felt left 
out, lost your cool, felt like a fool. 
 
Or worse yet, the survivor doesn’t see any sign that their social awareness has blurred, until someone 
points it out to them. This multiplies their humiliation and the disappointment they feel in their failure to  
self-monitor.  
 
This also causes confusion for family and friends, who believed the survivor knew what was socially 
appropriate. Now their trust that the survivor will behave appropriately has been shaken. 
 
The stress, effort and exhaustion of managing social behaviors causes many survivors to quit going  
places and they isolate. Even when survivors attend social settings, they tend to isolate at the event or 
make an appearance and leave as soon as possible. If you ask them why, they’ll tell you they are afraid 
they might say or do something that would embarrass their family or friends or draw unwanted attention  
to them. It’s safer and easier. Past let-downs erode their self-confidence. 

 
The Mysterious Gap between  “what You KNOW”  and  “what You SAY and DO” 
 
1. Social settings contain multiple variables that rapidly compound which make survivors increasing 
vulnerable to rapid cognitive wear-down or over-stimulation, while demanding survivors to multi-task both 
cognitively and socially.   
 
2. Survivor’s slower cognitive processing speed compromises their ability to keep up with the fast pace  
of conversations or contribute relevant comments at the appropriate time. Because survivors tend to be 
“literal thinkers,” they have difficulty recognizing when someone is sarcastically teasing or dead serious. 
When people joke around, survivors experience a delay before “getting it” or need to have someone 
explain what was funny. Literal thinking increases their chance of misunderstanding or misinterpreting.  
 
3. The strain and drain from social and cognitive overload combined with excess exposure to stimuli  
wear down survivors’ “brain batteries.”  The survivors end up tired or wired. Their focus and attention leave 
the building and their impulse control and good judgment follow behind. But not the survivors! They stay! 
Social awareness becomes blurred and survivors say and do things which are socially unacceptable. 
 

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION? ---  KNOWING and DOING are not equal. It takes 
practice to learn how to survive social settings. You must know what makes you 
vulnerable. Protect yourself. Prepare to show up with your A-game. Evaluate your 
progress. Make adjustments. Take a buddy. Get a coach. Don’t quit. Keep trying. 
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Social Awareness Survival Kit 
Preparation and Protection Plan  

Develop confidence and grow abilities to 
maintain appropriate social behaviors. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

          

Check and add to this list of contributing factors which might cause you to become over-stimulated 
or experience a rapid cognitive wear-down, hinder your ability, disregard compensatory strategies, 
and increase your risk of saying or doing something which is socially unacceptable or inappropriate. 
 
____  yes ____  no       1.  Time of day  ____  morning   ____  afternoon   ____  evening 
 
____  yes ____  no       2.  Missed dose of medication 
 
____  yes ____  no       3.  Noisy environments   ____  enclosed (inside)   ____   open (outside) 
 
____  yes ____  no       4.  Energy level  ____ tired  ____  poor sleep the previous night 
 
____  yes ____  no       5.  Hunger   ____  skipped meal  ____   thirsty / water   ____   no snack 
 
____  yes ____  no       6.  Excitability   ____  yours  ____  others ____ the environment 
 
____  yes ____  no       7.  Concentration required  ____  pay attention  ____  participate 
 
____  yes ____  no       8.  Pre-activity exposure or exhaustion (noise, excitement, concentration) 
 
____  yes ____  no       9.  Required to drive 
 
____  yes  ____ no      10.  Attending alone (impaired ability to self-monitor when tired) 
 
____  yes  ____ no      11.  Consuming alcohol / recreational drugs (lowers inhibitions)  
 
____  yes  ____ no      12.  Sensitivity to foods or drinks  ____  sugar   ____  caffeine  
 
____  yes  ____ no      13.  Certain people who might be there who trigger behaviors (good or bad) 
 
____  yes  ____ no      14.  Traveling and staying in unfamiliar places 
 
OTHER:_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
  
                 Things are not as they first appear . . .     
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Social Awareness Survival Kit 
Gain awareness of the contributing 
factors which make you vulnerable and 
increase your risk for social misbehavior. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

          

Social pragmatics play a major role in successful rehabilitation and reintegration into society.* 
 1) major predictor of facilitating a return to work  self-esteem, self-worth, purpose 
 2) affects relationships – spouse/partner, family, friends, social relationships, co-workers 
 3) increases happiness – no social interaction isolation = loneliness, depression  
 
Below is a quick view of the social communication difficulties resulting from brain injury. Typically  
new survivors must re-learn social pragmatics. High functioning survivors risk reverting back to  
these behaviors during short periods of time when/if they get over-tired or over-stimulated.   
Answer each question and then mark the habits and behaviors you want to improve.  
 
SOCIAL COMMUNICATON DIFFICULTIES:  Do you… 

1)  interrupt conversations? get impatient waiting for your turn?  
2)  monopolize conversations or talk too much?  listen and hear what others say? 
3)  struggle staying on topic or switch to unrelated topics?. 
4)  feel uncomfortable or unsure of how to start up a conversation with someone? 
5)  get lost trying to follow a conversation, especially a group conversation? 
6)  interpret what was said in a literal context, or misinterpret the meaning entirely? 
7)  tell stories in a clear, concise manner or do you leave out important details? 
8)  ramble on when speaking? repeat yourself? have trouble finding the right word?. 
9)  contribute to the conversation and respond appropriately when asked a question? 
10)  maintain eye contact and act interested? have trouble paying attention? 
11)  know the messages your body language sends?   
12) get agitated easily?  (over-stimulationagitationrage) 
13) argue with other’s opinions?  lose your temper? 
14) say things out-loud that are inappropriate? swear, use vulgar language, or tell dirty jokes? 
15) over-share when asked a personal question? 
16) feel self-conscious and anxious when you have to speak? get flooded by emotions?  
 

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION: 
1) facial expressions  
2) eye contact 
3) tone of voice 
4) body language 
5) personal space 

 
SELF-REGULATION IMPAIRMENTS: 

1) decreased impulse control –  (also includes sexual inappropriateness) 
2) decreased anger control -  (deep breathing exercise) 
3) decreased ability to manage energy -  (deep breathing exercise) 
 

PROBLEM SOLVING DEFICITS: 
1) impaired logical reasoning   2) inaccurate self-assessment   3) impulsive decision making 

 

                                   *Working with a speech pathologist can measurably improve social communication skills. 
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Social Awareness Survival Kit 
Social Pragmatics – the use of 

language (verbal and non-verbal) to 
communicate in social situations. 
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PRE-EVENT PREPARATION 

1. Make your pre-event plans as far in advance as you can, so you don’t have to use precious  
    brain power figuring out these details on the day of your event. (Preserve your brain battery.) 
2. Set an intention for the event – How much do you intend to participate? How long do you plan to attend? 
3. Evaluate how long will it take and what time do you need to start getting ready? (look good = feel good) 
4. Evaluate how much energy will this event cost you? Where can you borrow from to increase your energy? 
5. Examine how can you preserve your energy for that day? … so you can ― REST!  

 a. Do you need to take a nap? 
 b. Do you need to limit activities for the day that require deep concentration? 
 c. Do you need to restrict activities that are noisy or busy, or restrict all other activities? 
6.  EAT.  Pack a snack to take with you. Pack medications you take. Pack in a carrier you can attach to you. 
7.  Pack any special needs – ear plugs, dark lenses, gum, calming meds or substances. (in attaching carrier) 
8.  Pre-determine whether you will self-monitor or arrange your buddy system. (Establish cues.) 
9.  Pre-determine your transportation and what time you need to leave.  
10. Set your curfew.  

 
EVENT PROTECTION 

1. No alcoholic beverages / no recreational drugs (lowers inhibitions/risk of adverse medication  interaction) 
2. Selectively choose food / refreshments, limit sugar (causes hyperactivity) 
3. Drink water. (Caffeine helps calm and focus ADHD.) (Caution: caffeine too late disrupts sleep.) 
4. Noisy environments – Pace by taking breaks from the noise - wear ear plugs. 
5. Buddy system – Ask someone else to take the lead so your brain power can last longer. 
6. Walking – Once every hour (if possible) take a brisk, short walk. (calms and energizes the brain) 
                    – Improves thinking, lowers agitation, improves digestion. 
7. Make a habit of breathing – manage energy, reduce risk for over-stimulation, helps you take turns talking. 

(Chewing gum helps calm my nervous energy and also prevents me from talking too much). 
8.  Hold back from being the first to comment, to make sure you understand the conversation. 
     Write a few topics on index cards that you carry with you to cue conversation topics.  
9.  Be prepared to leave early. Be honest about why you are leaving. (Not Brain Injury – tell them Why)  
     The noise wears you out – or too many people. You wear out quickly in the evening. Educate them. 

 
POST EVENT RECOVERY 
1.  REST.   Recover.  (I get antsy when in noisy places or groups. A warm bath relaxes me.) 

2.  Reflect. What went well? Second, ask what will you do differently next time? Refrain from being overly  
     critical or beating yourself up. Your goal is progress not perfection. 

 

SURVIVAL PLAN for LAST MINUTE Social Events 
Life doesn’t always allow the time you need to adequately prepare. Even with last minute plans you can 
protect yourself from the risk of social misbehavior. Just make sure you take a driver, a buddy to help you 
self-monitor, medications, and food/water. Also, be prepared to quit early and head home when you get tired. 
 

 

                      Things are not as they first appear . . .     
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PRE-EVENT PREPARATION 
 
1. Event/Activity___________________________ Date  ____________ Day of Week_________________ 
 
2. Start Time __________ End Time __________Location ______________________________________  
 
3. Set your Intention:  First identify the purpose or reason you will be attending.  What’s happening? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Second, why are you going?  Do you want to go?  Was this your idea?  Did someone ask you to go?  
Did someone guilt you into going?  Are you going because you know if you don’t go, you will hurt someone’s 
feelings?  (Do you say yes and then cancel at the last minute? You do if it’s not something that you wanted to 
do. When family or friends ask you to go somewhere with them, setting an intention that you are going to the 
event because it is important to them…helps you make it a priority.)   
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Third, what do you plan to do or are expected to do when you attend? 
 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. How long to you plan to attend?__________  Time you plan to leave event: ___________ 
 
5. Will you attend alone? ____  Drive? ____Take someone to help you self-monitor? Who?_________  
     
   Date called / arrangements ______________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Identify how much energy you need to attend:  observe or required to participate___ concentrate ___  
pay attention ___ travel ___  drive___ exposed to noise ___ bright lights ___ large groups___ excitement___ 
 
What restrictions do you need to make previous to the event to conserve your energy and protect your brain 
battery? Do you need to take a nap?  Set your intentions and adjust your schedule so you show up rested. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. What will you wear? Try on your clothes. Make sure they are clean, pressed and ready in advance. 
 
8. Write your packing list. Include a back-up dose of your medications, snacks, notebook, pen and other 
special needs that will be useful to have in a belt pack you can carry on your body while attending the event. 
Items you might include: ear plugs, dark lenses, chewing gum, calming substances (I use essential oils and 
take a medication that helps reduce over-stimulation.) You can even load your belt pack (purse) in advance. 
 

CHECK  WHEN COMPLETED:  Clothes Ready ______  Special Needs Belt Pack (Purse) ______ 
__ 

                    Things are not as they first appear . . .     
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DAY OF THE EVENT: 
 
1.  Review the timeline and restrictions for the day so you will be ready on time and be prepared to attend a  
     social gathering with your best capability. 
 
2.  Rest or Nap —  Time : ___________    
 
3.  EAT —  Time : ___________    
 
4.  Start Getting Ready —  Time : ___________    
 
5.  Leave for Event —  Time : ___________     TAKE BELT PACK / PURSE with snacks and medication!! 
 

MY TOP EVENT STRATEGIES: 
 
Slow, Deep Breathing 
Slow, deep breathing will calm your anxiety and relax agitation caused by over- stimulation.  Deep breathing 
changes your brain chemistry and gives you more control over emotions like anger. 
Train yourself to take turns conversing by saying a few sentences. Then stop talking and breathe in a couple 
of slow, deep breaths. This allows the other person a chance to talk. While they are talking, you get a 
moment to “sensor” and notice the message their body language is sending.  

 
Humor and Laughter 
Acute stress causes the two hemispheres of our brain to become disconnected. This explains why we might 
feel flustered, fumble, drop things, and make mistakes when we feel stressed out. Laughter is a pressure 
release valve that activates the limbic system in the brain, re-connecting the right and left sides. So, if you 
are able to look for the humor, smile and find a way to laugh during awkward or embarrassing moments,  
you can immediately take your cognitive thinking to a higher level. There’s more good news. Your brain 
believes what your face says. Even if it doesn’t feel funny at the time, if you paste a phony smile on your 
face, the left and right sides of your brain will reconnect and you will instantly be able to think more clearly. 
Plus the tension you just released from laughing will add years to your life. 

 
Rest in the Restroom 
One way to extend your energy and protect your brain battery is to take mini-breaks from the activity and 
noise. Always let those whom you are with know that you’re taking a 10-15 minute break so they won’t panic 
when they notice you’re missing. Then step outside for some fresh air. Or head to a restroom; locate a quiet 
lobby where you can put up your feet, close your eyes, relax and breathe. 

 
Drink Water, Stretch, Take a Brisk Walk, Chew Gum, Wear Ear Plugs, Leave Early 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

                      Things are not as they first appear . . .     
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Persons living with brain injury are commonly prone to missed conceptions (misconceptions, too). 
Vulnerable to rapid cognitive wear-down, caused by a multitude of variables, increases the possibility for 
misunderstandings and further decreases the survivor’s ability to accurately assess or logically reason.   
 
The "burden" when you don't know ... that you don't know - Chances are you also won't know ... that  
you aren't thinking clearly until someone brings it to your attention.   
 
When you finally understand, you feel frustrated that you weren't able to "get it" on your own. Or you feel 
embarrassed because you were clueless about something that would normally occur to you.   
 
The "blessing" when you don't know ... that you don't know - Since you're accustomed to regularly 
experiencing difficulties and it doesn't immediately occur to you that you're dealing with more than your  
"normal challenge," you don't discourage quickly. Because you keep trying past the point when others  
might give-up, you eventually figure things out.  
  
The "reality" - Due to the inconsistency of cognitive ability caused by brain injury, survivors often need to  
rely on help from others to understand and evaluate situations.  
 
Three situations that make you more vulnerable:  
 

1. when your brain feels fatigued, your cognitive endurance is low 
 
2. when you are learning or doing something new to you 
   
3. unfamiliar or challenging environments  

 
The daily challenges of living with a brain injury compound whenever routines are varied or activities are 
expanded. Don't let the fear of failure or humiliation hold you back from trying new things.   
 
Increase your capability by following these seven guidelines:  
 

1. Expect to experience some unexpected difficulties when you break your normal routine, do  
    activities that require long periods of deep concentration, expose yourself to a new experience,   
    a new environment or start a new venture.  
  
2. Be well rested before attempting to do things you've never done before. 
   
3. Plan for a recovery period after your new experience.  
  
4. Work with someone who can help you accurately assess the difficulties you encounter and assist  
    you in developing strategic solutions. 
   
5. Re-assure your self-confidence by acknowledging that it is not always realistic for you to pre- 
    determine difficulties or equip yourself with strategies in advance. 
  
6. Know that each "new" difficulty can be overcome by developing "new" systems and strategies to  
    compensate for brain injury deficits.   
 
7. Accept your reality - persons living with a brain injury periodically need outside help to adapt to 
    new environments or adjust to new experiences.   
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Lois McElravy, Lessons from Lois  
professional speaker, humor expert, brain injury thriver 
 
On February 7, 1990, life delivered a crushing blow when a utility truck violently crashed into Lois’s car. The 
resulting brain injury shattered Lois’ promising future, but not her spirit. Doctors said two years post injury 
was the best she could hope for her brain to recover. Even though her situation felt hopeless, Lois never 
gave up striving to improve. Twelve years post-injury, she started to notice improvements with brain function. 
 
In 2005 Lois founded her motivational speaker business, Lessons from Lois. Drawing on her personal 
journey of brain injury, Lois motivates, inspires and entertains international audiences with her playful sense 
of humor and personal stories that impart a heartfelt message of perseverance and hope. She teaches 
humor as a coping skill and equips people with strategies they can use to adjust to unexpected change, 
overcome adversity and feel happy in the midst of trying times. More about Lois at www.lessonsfromlois.com 

Brain injury documentary: (Lois was one of thirteen featured brain injury survivors.) 

Puzzle Club, Brain Injury Survivors Talk 
This award winning play discusses what it is like to live with a brain injury from the survivor's perspective by 
sharing the stories of thirteen survivors from Western Montana who have formed a weekly support group  
called "The Puzzle Club". Playwright and University of Montana drama professor Jillian Campana, who  
has also survived a brain injury, recorded numerous individual and group interviews with the Puzzle Club 
members and used their words to craft the text of the play. In addition to sold out crowds in Montana, the  
play was honored by the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and was the regional winner of the 
prestigious David Mark Cohen playwriting award for best new play.  http://www.disabilitytraining.com  

Montana Advocacy Program awarded Puzzle Club documentary members the MAP 2006 Advocacy Award.  
 
Brain Injury Advocacy and Leadership:   
Brain Injury Association of Montana Board – 7 years (Brain injury support group 24 years) 
Governor’s Vocational Rehabilitation Advisory Council  – 5 years (second term ended 10/2014) 
Montana Traumatic Brain Injury Center Advisory Board  – since 2010 
 
Brain injury/disability/rehab Conference Speaker Experience:   
Opening keynote and workshops at State Brain Injury Conferences for Montana (7), Wyoming (2), 
Wisconsin, Nebraska (2), Nashville TN, Jackson TN, Vale CO, Seattle WA;  2011/2013 Disability 
Employment Awareness Conference Helena MT  
REHAB: 2010 MAR(MT Assoc. Rehab)Conference, Baptist Rehabilitation Germantown, Germantown TN; 
Montana State Vocational Rehabilitation Annual Conference; State of CT Bureau of Rehabilitation Services; 
NYSTRA(New York State Therapeutic Recreation Association, Inc.)  
EDUCATIONAL: University of MT Skaggs School of Pharmacy (3); Association of Applied Therapeutic 

Humor; IAWP(International Association of Workforce Professionals) “Disability and Employment”; 
ICD(Institute for Challenging Disorganization) Chicago, IL 
CANADA:  Niagara Falls, Ontario Brain Injury Conference; 2012 Pacific Coast Brain Injury Conference 
Vancouver BC Canada; 2014 Providence Care Regional Community Brain Injury Services Conference, 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada 
 
Published Writer: 
NSA(National Speakers Association) Speaker Magazine – January/February 2012 issue (Feature article) 
Answers4families.org –  14-pg report for the State of Nebraska, “Ripple Effect of Brain Injury in Families” 
Mamalode – Summer 2012 – “Perfect - Motherhood and Brain Injury” (Feature article) 

Read the Ripple Effect Report and Mamalode article at www.lessonsfromlois.com, Free Resources, Articles 
 

                Things are not as they first appear . . .       
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In her twenties, Lois earned a reputation as the  
“go-to-girl” while working as the Advertising  

Coordinator for Buttrey Food Stores. When a  

buy-out eliminated her job in 1986, Lois started her  

own business, working as a retail sales and service  

rep for fifteen companies in twenty retail stores. 

On February 7, 1990, life delivered a crushing blow  

when a utility truck violently crashed into Lois’ car.  

The resulting brain injury shattered her promising  

future, but not her spirit. Even though her situation  

felt hopeless, Lois never gave up striving to improve.  
 

Living with a brain injury for 26 years has provided  

an on-going education. Lois jokes that she has  

“LEARNED” a Life Experience Master’s Degree, but  

instead of adding letters behind her name, she adds numbers – as in new 

diagnoses. Even though the ripple effect of brain injury still complicates her daily 

life, it has never stopped Lois from growing or achieving.  
 

In 2005 Lois founded her motivational speaker business, Lessons from Lois. Drawing 

on her brain injury journey, Lois motivates, inspires and entertains international 

audiences with her playful sense of humor and personal stories that impart a 

heartfelt message of perseverance and hope. She teaches humor as a coping skill 
and equips people with survivor tools and a thriver attitude, so they can cope with 

the unpredictable, deal with the unacceptable, achieve the unthinkable and feel 

happy in the midst of trying times. 

 

Lois is a member of the National Speakers Association, the Brain Injury Alliance of 

Montana, and the Association of Applied Therapeutic Humor. Lois’ brain injury 

survivor advocacy experiences include: Montana Brain Injury Association Board 

member-7 years; Governor’s Advisory Council for Vocational Rehabilitation–5 years; 

member of the Advisory Board for Montana Traumatic Brain Injury Center since 

2010.  

 
Lois lives in Missoula, Montana with her husband Larry. They celebrated their 27th 

wedding anniversary this year. Their four children are young adults and she is a 

Grandma with three grandchildren. More about Lois at www.lessonsfromlois.com 
 

Lois McElravy 

Lessons from Lois 

keynote speaker ~ humor expert 

 brain injury thriver 
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